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The eyes rotate in their sockets to orient high-
resolution vision towards items of interest.

• The eyes are oriented with 
quick saccades (≈25-50 
ms), and visual information 
is perceived during 
fixations (≈200-400 ms). 
•Eye movements are 

generally motivated by 
strategic decisions to 
acquire perceptual 
information needed for a 
task.
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The eyes rotate in their sockets to orient high-
resolution vision towards items of interest.

• For example, if you ask 
someone to fixate the 
crosshairs, he or she will 
execute a strategy to issue 
the saccades needed until it 
is perceived that the center of 
the crosshairs are being 
viewed in as much detail as 
possible.
• If you ask someone to look at 

the h, they will make strategic 
eye movements until h is in 
high resolution vision.
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The eyes rotate in their sockets to orient high-
resolution vision towards items of interest.

• Eye movements are 
determined by (a) predictions 
of how the world is organized 
and (b) availability functions 
that determine the probability 
that an object’s feature can be 
perceived.
• Availability functions are 

influenced by:
(a) the distance to the object,
(b) the feature in question,
(c) the size of the object, and
(d) the density of other nearby
     objects.
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Visual-perceptual availability functions

The probability that a feature can be perceived as a function of its 
eccentricity from the current point of gaze. Color is more available than 
size or shape. These values were estimated to model a particular icon 
search task (Kieras & Hornof, CHI 2014). 5
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Interaction Effects in Parafoveal 
Letter Recognition 
WREN a person reads, his eye movements of 
frxational pauses separated by quick jumps along the hnes. 
·What the eye picks up during a pause is largely unknovyn, 
as is the way in which the information from 
retinal images is integrated. Properties of the VIsual 
system., as well as the reader's knowledge of the language, 
must be relevant. 

To investigate the dimensions of the vis'?-al 
field in reading, that is, the field from which mformatwn 
is picked up during a single fixational pause, I presented 
letters briefly to subjects and noted their responses. By 
choosing letters rather than words, I aimed at isolating a 
visual recognition factor from. more highly structured 
language factors. . 

If a single letter is presented eccentric to the 
of fixation, its recognizability decreases as ec?entr1mty 
increases. If two or more letters are presented simultane-
ously and close together, lower recognition scores 
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Fig. 1. Fraction of correct letter responses as a func.tion of retinal eccentricity of the stimulus. Scores decrease substantially when the stimulus is flanked at normal spacing on one side (the foveal side) (Jxaf) 
or at both sides (Jxaxf). Observer, H. B. 
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Fig, 2. Fraction of. correct letter responses as a function of !etinal eccentricity of the stimulus. Observer, H. B. The embedded stimulus letter bas gradually been isolated visually by leaving n (n=1, 2 .•• 15) spacings open between the stimulus and each of the two flanking fxf letters. One spacing correspo!J.dS to 0·29o visual angle. ;For a at cp0 eccentricity, an open distance of roughly 0·5 cp0 IS reqmred for 
complete 

obtained1- 3 , This implies an adverse interaction which· 
makes the functional visual field dependent on the arrange-
ment of letters in words. My experiments show that the 
interaction is quite substantial. 

In order to find the retinal distances over which the 
interaction operates, I gradually increased the distances 
between adjacent letters until recognition scores for 
embedded letters equalled the values for single letters. 

The stimuli were twenty -five lower case letters of a type 
font with pronounced serifs (Courier 10). The height of 
the short letters is 1·95 m.m., extensions 0·75 m,m.. Letter 
width is between 1·4 and 2·5 m.m. at a spacing of 2·55 m,m.. 
At the reading distance of 50 em., 1 mm corresponds to a 
visual angle of 7 minutes of arc. 

The letters were typed with an IBM "pingpong ball" 
typewriter through carbon-tape on a long sheet of white 
paper. In a two-channel tachistoscope, a blank field (60 
cdfm2) was replaced for 200 :ms by an equally bright 
in which one of the typed hnes was present. A fixatwn 
mark was continuously visible. 200 ms is in the lower 
range of normal fixational pause lengths. I have checked 
that correct fixation was maintained during the exposure. 
The observer used binocular vision with uncontrolled 
pupils (diameter about 5 m.m.). 

The observer started the presentation by releasing a 
pushbutton when looking at the fixation mark. He 
reported either a letter (in a spelling alphabet) or 
"illegible". The experimenter wrote down the response 
and shifted the sheet towards the next line. Only one 
type of flanking was used in each session. 

In the'·figures, each point shows the fraction of correct 
responses of at least 100 presentations: each of the letters 
four times in random. order, randomly right and left of the 
fixation mark. Left and right scores were equal. A few 
monocular experiments gave slightly lower scores. The 
findings were checked with two other observers, who pro-
duced similar results. 

Fig. 1 compares correct scores as a function of retinal 
eccentricity cp for single letters, letters flanked at one side 
(the inside) by a letter fxf at normal spacing, and letters 
flanked at both sides by an fxf. If we indicate the letter 
to be recognized as faf, we can use the symbols faf, fxaf and fxaxf respectively. · 

For letters presented singly, the scores show the 
usual decrease as eccentricity increases, ascribed to the 
decreasing visual acuity4 • For embedded letters fxaxf a 
much steeper decrease obtains, reducing the diameter of 
the functional visual field by a factor of four. This value 
exceeds by far any acuity expectations. In 1898, Erdmann 
and Dodge5 had reported that only four letters can be 
seen simultaneously in sharp vision. 

I 
200 ms presentation (Bouma, 1970)



What this means for visual search
in an unstructured unfamiliar visual field

In general, people can find things the fastest if they know 
the color of the “target”. But knowing the size and shape 
help, too. If people have to study the fine detail of objects, 
search tends to be slow.

We ran an experiment in which we presented participants 
with screens of 75 objects, each with a unique number, 
and a unique combination of color, shape, and size. The 
objects were randomly re-positioned for every trial. 
Participants were “precued” with the target object’s 
number, and sometimes other visual features of the 
target, and asked to find the target quickly. We recorded 
their eye movements and studied their visual “scanpaths”.
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Precue:
“13”
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Precue:
07 purple
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Precue:
46 large circle



Look at the dot in the 
center. All letters 
should be equally 
available. 

An object’s size 
interacts with the 
availability of other 
visual features of the 
object. In other 
words, object-
features (such as 
color and shape) will 
remain available as 
the objects move 
away from the point 
of gaze provided that 
the objects are made 
large enough.
Anstis (1974) 11
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Fig. 3. AU letters should be equally readable when centre of this chart is fix&d, since each irn:r is ten 
times its threshold height. 

an afterimage produced with a brilliant electronic flash 
and kept visible by rapid blinking. The eyes could not 
move about over the afterimage, which was stabilized 
on the retina, but the “inner eye” of one’s attention 
could roam over different regions of the afterimage in 
order to read the letters there. 

The charts give a pictorial impression of the pro- 
gressive coarsening of the retinal grain from fovea to 
periphery. Other targets such as Landolt C’s or ver- 
niers might also be used. Equally-visible movement 
across the retinal surface might be provided by a 
slowly rotating textured disc. fixated at its centre. Tan- 

gential velocity ofeach point on the disc would be pro- 
portional to its radius, as is the velocity threshold in 
different retinal regions (Basler 1906. 190s). 

The retina can be compared to a city. with most of 
its receptor inhabitants densely packed into the fovea1 
city centre, and with a sparser population spread out 
over more territory in the suburban periphery. The 
Manhattan skyline can be considered as a histogram 
of land prices. peaking in the downtown area where 
space is at a premium and people are squeezed in very 
tightly. Likewise, a graph of acuity across the retina is 
also a graph of information-gathering power, peaking 

Anthony Hornof
Note: The size of the letters is scaled by a factor of 10 to exaggerate the increased size needed at increased distances (Rosenholtz, 2016)



Visual availability interacts with cognitive strategies:

People interact with the world by executing cognitive
# strategies.
Cognitive strategies ...
... are plans that coordinate perceptual, motor and 

memory processes to accomplish tasks.
... are sometimes conscious, sometimes subconscious.
... usually have a goal state.
... can be complex, such as for dual task performance.
... are compiled; stored in, maintained in, and loaded 

from memory; parameterized for specific tasks.
They are just like computer programs and functions.
They are well-established but under-appreciated.
(Shiffrin & Atkinson, 1969; Baddeley, 1974; Lachman et al., 1979; Rosenbaum, 1991; Reichle, 2012) 12



Cognitive Strategies and orienting the eyes

The subset of the human architecture that is used in visual 
tasks, and used in controlling a computer with eye movements. 
Missing: additional perceptual and motor processors. 13
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A flowchart 
summarizing a 

cognitive strategy 
for visual search 

(Kieras & Hornof, CHI 2014)
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A lack of a visual hierarchy
makes it harder to find things
An example of a layout with no visual hierarchy:
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Following typographic conventions, such as by organizing 
information using a visual hierarchy, motivates visual strategies
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The Experimental Task

Experimental Design
•2 X 3 design.  Layouts were labeled or unlabeled.
Layouts had 2, 4, or 6 groups.  Blocked by layout type.
•Procedure: Study precue, click on precue, find target, click on target.
•16 participants, motivated to search quickly
•Search and selection time recorded separately
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Eye movements and search times predicted by a computational model.
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Eye movements from a couple trials
Unlabeled Layout

Visualized with VizFix (Google search on “VizFix”)
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Eye movements from a couple trials
Labeled Layout

Visualized with VizFix (Google search on “VizFix”)
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Eye movements
Across All Layouts! Observed! Predicted
##   Fixations per trial (+)# 7.4# 7.9
##   Fixation duration (+)# 264 ms# 228 ms
##   Number of scan paths# Many# One
##   Anticipatory fixations (+)# Yes# Yes
##   Respond to layout onset (+)# Yes# Yes
##   Ignore white space (+)# Yes# Yes
##   Ignore text shape (+)# Yes# Yes
##   Overshoot the target# Rarely# Yes
Unlabeled Layouts
##   Fixations per group# 2.1 # 1.1
##   Groups revisited per trial# 0.69# 4.4
##   Items examined per fixation (+)# 2.4 # 2.6
Labeled Layouts
##   Use group labels (+)# Yes# Yes
##   Groups revisited per trial# 0.29# 1.2

Further evidence of the role of cognitive strategies in vision.



The eyes rotate in their sockets to orient high-
resolution vision towards items of interest.

• The eyes are oriented with 
quick saccades (≈25-50 
ms), and visual information 
is perceived during 
fixations (≈200-400 ms). 
•Eye movements are 

generally motivated by 
strategic decisions to 
acquire perceptual 
information needed for a 
task.
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